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Equipment (en) Rituals of Chaos Running warband Tactics Agitation (en) Concluding a Cult warband led by Magister can have 3 to 15 members. Heroes Magister 70gc (1) heads the cult armband and is the only one who can use its magic, i.e. the rituals of chaos. Must remain well protected, since this hero type cannot be
re-hired and is a little weaker than most warband leaders. Obsessed with 90gc (0-2) is a terribly scary warrior, second only vampire. Can't take the equipment (so there's no second weapon for extra attack!), but can take the mutation instead, and the warband can include 2 of them at a time! Mutants 25gc (0-2) Mutants
start with a profile just like the henchmen's brothers, but they must take at least one mutation. They can still take weapons and armor, giving them all in all high potential. The duty to take the mutation makes it expensive to get a full set of heroes. Brothers 25gc (0-...) Are standard warriors with a fairly standard profile for
normal value. However, they do not have any abilities or special weapons that many other warbands can resort to. Darksouls 35gc (0-5) Strong but unqualified Warriors; they are crazy, meaning they pass any leadership test, so their poor leadership characterization is just a minor drawback. A little expensive, but cheap
enough to cover the front and tie any fear-provoking enemies. Beasts 45gc (0-3) Very experienced and though. Of all the henchmen from the major warbands who can gain experience, they have the best starting and maximum profiles. A little expensive for henchmen, but still worth their cost. Back to the top ultists have
the worst equipment lists of all: small selection and no special weapons. At the very least, cultists can take a fair amount of armor, and everyone except the Obsessed can carry a gun. It is obvious that they are destined to become a close fighting group, relying on power over the numbers. Weapons and armor here
surprise: everyone can take with them the usual military weapons: dagger, mace/staff, axe, sword, double hand. Most of them can take spears and bows; darksouls and beasts can't, but can get flails instead. Note that bows and short bows cost an extra 5gc, not that they will be much of a benefit to your warband anyway.
All standard armor except the buckle can be used, all but obsessed. Dressed in armor, animals... must be quite a spectacle:-/ The mutation handle of the average cultist has access to anything other than conventional weapons as obsessed and mutants can have mutations. Note that you pay extra for recruiting heroes
with mutations, you can't buy them later. You Choose what mutations (s) you want and you can take multiples of the same type of mutation. However, they are quite expensive: you pay a normal cost for any mutation, and twice the normal cost for all mutations on the same warrior! (Of course, you have to choose the
most expensive to pay first, at the usual price.) Because of the high cost, mutations become more interesting as your warband gets more and more experience. Unfortunately, you will have to hire a new hero to get new mutations. If you use additional Award Rules ShadowLord, you have a chance to get additional
mutations as an advance for a magistrate or mutants... if they're willing to take risks. Daemon Soul 20gc Being the host of some foul daemon you get 4 save from the effects of spells or prayers. Great claw 50gc One of your hands mutates into a claw. This gives you an extra attack in close combat with no.1 power, but
you can't handle the weapon with that hand. Note that for a mutant, this can result in the loss of an additional attack for a second weapon, offering few benefits after all. Cloven hooves 40gc Grants No 1 M. Dear, but quite unique opportunity to raise the movement characteristic. This bonus is to the main characteristic, not
the general movement, so you get an extra No.2 when starting or charging. The tentacles of 35gc Like a large claw, a mutated hand can fight an opponent in a close battle, which then loses the attack (up to at least 1). It becomes more interesting when fighting with experienced warriors who have several attacks.
Blackblood 30gc Vile juices splash around every time you get injured, making the power of 3 hit for all models in base contact, friend or foe. No critical hits possible though. The 35gc Spikes All models in base contacts at the beginning of any close phase of combat, suffer the force of one blow from all the sharp spikes
that stud your body; again, no critical hits here. Although the effect seems insignificant, it occurs in both your and your opponent's corners, almost doubling its effectiveness, and this is in addition to any other attacks. Scorpion's Tail 40gc This steep mutation gives an extra force of 5 attacks in each close battle, but is
much less effective against opponents who are immune to the poison: they suffer the force of 2 strokes instead. It is usually better to buy than an extra hand and a weapon. Extra hand 40gc Extra arms sprouts somewhere (?!) from your body, and provides you with an extra attack in close combat. It can hold a weapon in
one hand, or you can drop an additional attack to take the shield. Hidden 40gc Just causes fear. It's not cumulative, so it's useless for obsessed heroes who are already causing fear. Back to the top he had a cultist spell list of very powerful and offensive spells, but also the hardest to own, averaging a difficulty of 8.
Fortunately for the magistrate, there are many different spells that should allow him to stay out of the enemy's reach; If he then he can't be hired again, and the warband can no longer use this kind of magic! Vision of torment Diff 10 Extremely powerful spell, able to stun nearby extremely difficult though: only 1 chance out
of 6 with a basic complexity of 10. The Eye of God's Diff 7 can only be successfully cast once, and involves some risk. Designed to be thrown at an ally, it is usually an increase in any selected characteristic by 1; 1 chance in 6, the target gets No.1 on all characteristics, but also 1 chance in 6, the goal is removed from the
fight. Dark Blood Diff 8 Is probably the most powerful range attack, it causes D3 strength 5 hits on the target model for 8! However, the load on the caster will leave it knocked down, or most likely stunned. The lure of Chaos Diff 9 Is a duel of reason with the nearest enemy solved by rolling the D6 and adding leadership
each; Please note that this is not a leadership test, so each model must use its own leadership qualities. If the charmer wins, he gets control of the target. The goal can break out of the spell by passing the leadership test in the recovery phase of his turn (and now he can use ld leader if he is close enough). Note that the
goal you gain control can do little in the same turn, so you run the risk of losing control before the next turn. Moving in the right position to aim at a demented enemy is crucial in using this spell. Wings of Darkness Diff 7 Accurate replica flight of the lesser magic of the zimmeran: flies you anywhere within 12, offering a
bonus when attacking fleeing enemies. Word pain Diff 7 Just causes the power of 3 hit against all models for 3, ignoring armor saves. Back to the top arband composition is an art, and depends on your taste and plans you have for a warband. Here's just an example of how you can go about it; This may not be the best
warband possible, and it may not be the warband you want: You must hire a magistrate to lead your warband. To keep it safe, you must arm him with a sword or spear. Don't get a shield (or any other armor) because then he can't use his magic. Onions can be useful, but a higher price doesn't make it worthwhile and
you'll probably want to focus on spells anyway. Let's say we just take a spear that will cost us 70-10-80gc. Next Obsessed Hero. The dilemma with this hero is whether you should give him a mutation or not? And if so, how much? The mutations you buy when you set are permanent and you can't buy new ones. The large
claw or tail of the scorpion is particularly interesting in early games, like providing an extra attack on the strength of 5; The first is a little more expensive, but gets better as the hero gets stronger. Any other mutations cost twice, and are hardly available when the warband starts. No equipment for the obsessed, so let's
stick with one Obsessed with a large claw mutation for 140gc, resulting in us 220gc spent. Mutants are fair fighters for a fair price. You have to get at least one mutation for each, and it will cost us. A scorpion tail would be a good choice, providing additional extra 5 attacks. However, the cost of 40gc can almost get you a
beast. But to maximize the intelligence potential, we'll take two anyway, one with a scorpion tail, and let's give the other spikes like well-armed sword and mace. It will cost us 25-40-10-3-78gc for the first and 25-35-10-3-73gc for the second. This leaves us 129gc for henchmen, which is very little indeed! Take two brothers
with spears and one beast with a sword and a mace; reaches 2x (25'10) That completes the warband, with only 1gc left; but it sure isn't very strong, and will easily surpass just about any other warband! Also note that if the warband has 8 warriors or less (7 in this example), only 2 of the action will have you take a rout of
the Test! nrWarrior MWSBSST WIALd ExpSpecialEquipment 1magister 444331318 20leader, Rituals of chaospear 1 possessed 540442427 8mutation: large claw 1mutant 43331317 0mutation: scorpion tail sword, mace 1mutant 4333313117 0mutation: spinessword, mace 2brethren 43331317 0 -spear 1beastman
443342317 0 -sword, mace Size: 7 - Rating: 63 - Starting gold: 1gc Fall Obsessed Hero or mutant in favor of more henchmen or hired swords would be a good idea; For the obsessed only, you can hire a pit fighter (30gc) and a ogre bodyguard (80gc). If you use additional Rewards of the ShadowLord rules, you may want
to consider getting cheaper mutations for your mutants, as they may get more mutations as a reward. You can still recruit more heroes as you gain wealth. Back to the top hile Obsessed is by far the most impressive warriors of many, the Master really is the centerpiece of your warband, and he should be well protected
because if he is lost: no more chaos rituals! Fortunately, it is not so difficult to draw attention to other mutated heroes, ferocious beasts and dark eels. Formation of the blow in the open, keep your master close for the Obsessed Hero: while not big in-game terms, the Obsessed Model is big enough to provide at least a
partial cover for your magistrate; position them well so that any charges against your magistrate can be intercepted. Thus, the fear-inducing aspect of The Possessed will keep many potential combatants at bay. Ideally, you should take your master to shelter, safely from threats; Don't let him rise on often though as his
mediocre initiative will make him fall easily, and there's nothing worse than losing a leader that way. The Wings of Darkness are perfect for taking your magistrate to the best places. Stay close to your warriors though, like most of his spells are very limited in range, and will probably fail; So make sure you keep the warrior
close for protection. Brothers and beasts must take the front, brothers, like cannon and beasts like percussion troops. Darksouls can take any position at the front or possibly separately as they do not need a magistrate's magistrate Bonus. Mutants should be a little behind, perhaps defending the magistrate. Attracting
enemy benefits, cultists are close combat specialists. Stay as out of reach of the shooters as possible and try to get to the charge. If you can't charge first, there are brothers or beasts in intercept positions. Keep your darsouls ready if the opposite warband involves fear-causing creatures. Remember that all your heroes
can take speed skills: with sprint skill they should always be able to charge first. Don't use your The Possessed Hero (es) charge recklessly: they're not all that, though when engaged to a few enemies. Once engaged, getting everything (except the magistrate) in close combat as soon as possible will keep your warriors
from being shot. Keep you Master safe, especially from shooters who will have little else to target then. Don't worry too much with arrows that are hard to achieve: your master can go for them, but he'll probably put himself in danger if he does. Although the opposition ultists have quite a lot in common with the undead,
and as such have some similar weaknesses. The range of attackers with explained above, cultists should focus on close combat, and ignore shooters on high ground if possible. Sometimes it's not a good option, especially if a good cover is rare, and there are most shooters in the warband counter. Some of the speed
skills are quite powerful against different opponents: Dodge can protect you as the sprint will help you close very quickly and the scale of the clean surface gets you on higher floors without problems. While risky, Wings of Darkness can get a magistrate into close combat with weaker shooters easily. Sigmar he prayers
Sigmar affect the undead and cultists alike, and a simple priest may be the worst warband nightmare. All of you, heroes and henchmen, are affected, not just the Obsessed Hero. The Sigmar sisters are the cultist's sworn enemy; Sister Chief with 2 Sigmarite warhammers is almost a match for the obsessed! Back to the
top of the ultists are certainly not the strongest start warbands. While they may match or even outmatch most other warbands in close combat, you may find them lacking the special treats these other warbands have. The specialties of cultists are mutations that are hard to afford when running, and chaos rituals from
which you only get one to start with, which is probably hard to quit. No special weapons, really cheap henchmen, or extraordinary abilities :( The sound tactic is to make sure you keep your master safe, and try to get some quick kills to make your opponent smash. Hired swords and special symbols ired swords especially
to strengthen inexperienced cult forces. Pit fighter, ogre bodyguard and sorcerer are the only ones available in the rulebook, but make a good addition. There are no special characters for them in the rulebook though. Achievements ll cult cult Can take combat and high-speed skills that offer some of the most useful skills.
This allows you to develop a fast-moving warband that can quickly charge in close combat. Choose the skills as you see fit. If you find a better weapon than allowing a list of gear, weapon training skills is a good option. The Master will want as many spells as possible, but perhaps you should get some defensive skills
first: step aside, dodge, etc. Having academic ability, he must take the skill of witchcraft for the No.1 bonus against spell-difficulty, and become a master warrior so he can get to wear the armor (unless you want to play beyond the armor chaos award Shadowlord, which is really awesome). When selecting spells, you can
save the spell rolls you already have, thereby reducing their high difficulty to 7 or less, and increasing your chances of success by more than 50% (remember: difficulty 10 means 1 chance in 6, 9-18, 8-qgt;5/12, 7-gt;7/12...) An obsessed hero can take a master of war and lightning-fast reflexes, as they tend to attract
attention. Advanced heroes can choose any 2 skill lists besides shooting skills. The Combat Master is also useful for advanced darksouls, as they can deal with multiple enemies without worrying about all just psychology tests. The ShadowLord F awards you use additional ShadowLord Rules Awards, magistrates and
mutants can play on them whenever they get the skill in advance, instead of choosing the skill. The risk of losing a hero is very small (only 1 in 36), but the chance of getting nothing is high (7/18). Again, the potential rewards are quite impressive. The master should probably go for the skills and spells as described above,
since only the chaos of the armor is really useful for him. For mutants, the rewards are great, and must surely be considered. Spending gold etting gold is perhaps the hardest thing for cultists, more than for other warbands: their intelligence potential isn't so good because they can start with no more than 5 heroes (but
taking 2 Obsessed Heroes is an early bit expensive) and don't get any bonuses. If they take hired swords to account for their weakness, it further reduces their profits significantly. There is not too much to spend on weapons, swords, spears and waving time about the best available, but you can take almost any armor for
your mutants and your master once he has become a wizard warrior. Although the Obsessed Hero cannot take weapons or armor, he must still be able to take other items such as healing herbs to repair any lost wounds. However, if the warband manages to get a significant excess of gold, they can spend an unlimited
amount of it to collect the most brutal creatures imaginable: hire a new Obsessed mutants, and give it a mutation as much as you can afford. With all the extra hands, big claws, tentacles and hooves of cloves, cloves, can develop the scariest creatures possible. But remember that even these heroes will be somewhat
vulnerable without experience, no matter how mutated: they will always start with a basic profile of strength and wounds. Back to the top of the Pro's Con is very strong in the close battle of devastating (albeit hard) magic spells unlimited power through mutations, the starting warband is not very powerful weak in shooting
poor intelligence potential Back to the top layout by SkavenLady Content Weerlicht featuring JFT for his contribution ;) ;)
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